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Perhaps medicine is best understood when it
confronts death. “Thatdistinguished thing,”asHenry
James called it, highlights misunderstandings,
confusions, and contradictions.

Until the 16th century it was not an aim of doctors to
try and hold back death. God, in all his and her
variousmanifestations, decidedwhenpeople should
die. It was not for doctors to get in the way of death.
Indeed, to try and do so would be to insult God.

The Renaissance philosopher and scientist Francis
Bacon (1561-1626) was the first to argue that it should
be one of the tasks of doctors to battle with death.
But it was not until the middle of the 20th century
that medicine developed effective means to delay
death. Since then, medical research has been much
more concerned with diseases like cancer and
cardiovascular disease that aremajor causes of death
than with conditions like depression and
musculoskeletal and skin diseases more associated
with suffering than death. (I remember hearing an
American psychiatrist argue that psychiatry made a
strategicmistake innot emphasisingmore that severe
mental health problems are an important cause of
premature death.)

Death attracts more research funding than suffering.
Ironically, themedical specialtymost associatedwith
death, palliative care, attracts only paltry research
funding because it is concernedwith accepting death
not defeating it. Is medical research out to defeat
death? Certainly, large sums are being invested in
dramatically extending life if not in defeating death
altogether. Much of this investment is on the West
Coast of the US where all of life's problems, including
death, are seen as soluble with enough money and
genius. Conventional medical research is not aiming
explicitly at defeating death, but implicitly it seems
to be: it is aiming at curing all diseases.

Medicine's implicit mission to defeat death provides
the context when a doctor meets a patient with a
life-threatening disease. This is when the bogus
contract between doctors and patients may be at its
most pernicious. I’ve written several times about the
bogus contract, and at its heart is patients thinking
doctors to have greater powers than they actually
possess and doctors being painfully aware of the
limitations of their craft but being reluctant to be fully
open about those limitations.1 For patients it’s
wonderful to believe that doctors can fix most of their
ills. For doctors the gap between what patients wish
they coulddoandwhat they cando is uncomfortable,
but doctorsmayworry that a full confessionmay limit
their therapeutic power and perhaps their status and
income. The media contribute to the bogus contact
in that they prefer tales of what look like medical
miracles to medical disasters.

When patients with life-threatening illnesses consult
doctors, they hope, or may even believe, that the
doctors will be able to hold off, or defeat death. The
doctors make their assessment and let us suppose
for this discussion that they think that there is a 10%
chance that they can keep the patients alive for five
years. The doctors know that the patients will suffer
great discomfort during the treatment and have a
90% chance of dying within a few years or even
months.

What should the doctors say? To the rational person,
perhaps an economist, it seems simple: the doctors
should present all the options with as much
information as possible. If a patient says, “You do
what you think best, doc,” the doctor should say, “I
can’t do that. This is your life. You are a unique
individual you must decide, probably after talking
to family and friends.”

Such conversations are rare. These are
emotionally-chargedencounterswithdeathwatching
both patients and doctors. Patients want to hear that
doctors can cure them, quickly and with minimal
pain and discomfort. The doctors know what the
patients want to hear, but will know that cure is
highly unlikely, probably impossible, and that the
treatment will be prolonged and involve much
discomfort. The doctors wish that they could do more
and may be attracted by new treatments of uncertain
benefit.

The conversation that needs to happen has been
called “the difficult conversation,” although others
prefer “the anticipatory or essential conversation.”
Weknow that it often doesn’t happen, and the Lancet
Commission on theValue of Death (which I cochaired)
lists many reasons why the conversations don’t take
place: busy clinics; fear of extinguishing hope or
creating despair; difficulties finding the right
language; the fix-it, protocol-driven culture of much
of medicine; lack of clarity about whose job it is to
start and hold the conversation; and perhaps even
cowardice.2

It is easier for both doctors and patients to launch
into a conversation about the treatments available
and how they will be given and then begin the
treatment. One result is that patients can be days or
even hours from death without either the patients or
their families aware that the patients are about to die.
Another possibility is that the palliative care team is
asked to comeandhold the conversation that should
have taken place weeks or month before.

The bogus contract where patients believe that
doctors can do more than they can and doctors go
along with the belief is highly—I might even say
fatally—attractive to both patients and doctors. But
ultimately it causes excess suffering for patients and
infantilises them, while doctors are left with the
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discomfort of being evasive, dishonest, or cowardly. The bogus
contract also explains why, as the Lancet Commission found, 10%
of annual health expenditure is spent on the 1% who die in that
year.2

It takes courage from both patients and doctors to move beyond the
bogus contract in all of healthcare, but especially when death is
close, but everybody—patients, doctors, other health professionals,
citizens, and taxpayers—stand to benefit.
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